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INTRODUCTION
Our company is building a mainstream social media platform 
that incorporates decentralized finance. Our platform will be 
practical in use, operationally intuitive, functionally simple, safe, 
and our customer service will be great. We will bridge the gap 
between popular social interests and decentralized finance, and 
in doing so, we will unlock efficiency and utility, and we will 
empower people to become their own bank. Our platform will 
act as the fact as the front end to decentralized finance, and it will provide 
an alternative internet economy. 

This paper pertains both to the Dogecoin 2.0 token, and to the 
activities of our greater company outside of the Dogecoin 2.0 
realm. The name of our company has not yet been revealed; we 
will be going public and announcing an initial offering in the 
coming months; therefore, for the purposes of this paper, our 
company will be referred to as “the company.” All Dogecoin 2.0 
BSC token holders will have the opportunity of being 
airdairdropped our cryptocurrency, which has been developed but 
has not yet been released. Hence, all Dogecoin 2.0 token 
holders will share in the value created by the future 
developments of our company.
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SUMMARY
In light of recent world events, it is clear that the worldwide 
financial system is in jeopardy. It is on the brink of disaster. This 
disaster is the culmination of elements within the financial, 
political and social realms that have been building for decades. 
Banks are highly overleveraged. Central banks are printing fiat 
currencies at alarming rates. Hyper-inflation is near. Many small 
businesses have faced permanent closure due to pandemic 
lockdlockdowns. Real unemployment numbers remain 
heart-wrenching despite government attempts to hide them. 
Wages have been stagnant for years as prices have risen. The 
gap between rich and poor is growing. Corporations, wall-street 
banks, and the wealthiest are raking in cash while the middle 
class is being throttled and the poor are denied the opportunity 
to rise.

Our drive to create the company stems from a desire to provide 
the world with an alternative economy, independent of the 
current system, that is decentralized, largely anonymous, and 
fair for all. There has never been a more crucial time for 
decentralized financial technologies. Our team believes that 
blockchain technology preserves purchasing power and has the 
ability make the world a better, more equitable, and freer place 
for efor everyone. However, the new world of decentralized finance 
has been largely inaccessible… until now.
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MISSION
The mission of the company is to build the world’s premier 
decentralized financial ecosystem. This ecosystem will 
integrate both centralized and decentralized blockchain 
mechanisms, blockchain-based payment systems, blockchain 
smart contracts, crypto asset staking. It will also integrate 
banking, crypto gaming, a social media platform, a digital 
marketplace, and other blockchain and non-blockchain related 
technologies, including hardware ptechnologies, including hardware products.

According to NASDAQ, about 17% of the American adult 
population owns bitcoin. The crypto asset revolution is
still in its initial stages; our team has concluded that there are 
four main factors inhibiting mass adoption, which we view as 
broad areas of opportunity that our platform will address. 
Decentralized finance, which utilizes technologies to remove 
intermediaries, middlemen, and banks from financial markets, is 
the next logical step in the financial evolution of mankind; 
however, existing platforms are lacking, not in their ability to 
execute financial transactions, but in their execute financial transactions, but in their overcomplicated 
nature. 
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FIXING THE PROBLEMS

POOR CUSTOMER SERVICE AND LACKING PROFESSIONALISM:
We have observed that the standard of customer service in the crypto 
environment is far inferior to almost any other industry. This is because a small 
cartel of centralized companies largely dominate, and capitalistic competition has 
not yet forced a high standard of customer care. The area of opportunity for the 
company to provide outstanding customer service and to become an industry 
leader in this very important area is flagrant. 

COMPLICATED PROCESSES AND PLATFORMS:
Crypto asset platforms, particularly decentralized exchanges, and their
operational features and poperational features and processes are very complex and difficult to understand, 
and this dissuades and discourages many first time investors, especially those 
who aren’t naturally computer savvy. Decentralized finance is becoming 
increasingly important as exemplified by the binance smart chain being the most 
utilized blockchain during Q2 2021; our company plans to simplify decentralized 
finance by making it user friendly, easy to understand, and operationally intuitive.

PRACTICAL USE OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGIES
AND LACK OF INFRASTRUCTURE:
The advent of blockchain based smart contracts has allowed for a seemingly 
infinite number of use cases for blockchain technology from banking, to voting, to 
legal; however, the infrastructure necessary to execute such processes, as well as 
the integration of blockchain technologies with other available technologies and 
industries remains largely absent. The majority of blockchain projects trade on 
crypto exchanges, but have no real, practically usable utility beyond their 
inherent nature as blockchain assets. Our company will be focused on unlocking 
the efficiency of the blockchain in ethe efficiency of the blockchain in everyday life. 

SAFETY CONCERNS AND THE MITIGATION OF USER ERROR: 
Credit card companies, banks, and other financial applications have processes in 
place to reverse bad transactions. It has been said that the crypto space, on the 
other hand, is akin to a “financial wild west.” There is great opportunity in the 
space, but there is also great danger. There is no room for mistakes in crypto- 
you had better be sure you’re sending assets to the correct address, because if 
you make an error, your funds will be lost forever, and there is no way to reverse 
the transaction and no company or body of oversight to turn to. We have all 
learned this lesson the hard way- but no-one seems to be doing anything about it learned this lesson the hard way- but no-one seems to be doing anything about it 
from a technological standpoint. Our team is focused on developing mechanisms 
and systems that address this very important issue on our platform. Mass 
adoption will never take place if fraud, theft, and error cannot be dealt with, and 
if mistakes cannot be properly and fairly rectified. 
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THE CREATION OF DOGECOIN 2.0

In April, 2021, our development team introduced Dogecoin 
2.0. Dogecoin 2.0 is a crypto asset structured to provide 
investors with a longterm store of value by combining 
reflection tokenomics, automatic liquidity pooling, and a low, 
capped supply of 100million tokens. It is built on the binance 
smart chain, a very fast, advanced decentralized blockchain 
network which operationally utilizes the native binance 
cryptocurrenccryptocurrency, BNB. 

Via redistributive reflection, Doge2 offers investors a system 
of static rewards- that is- with each Doge2 transaction, 
whether it be a buy, sell or transfer, asset holders are 
proportionately credited free tokens to their crypto wallets- 
the longer they hold, the more tokens they receive. Static 
rewards are made possible by the automatic taxation of each 
transaction. 

Each transaction is “taxed” at 10%, 5% of which is distributed Each transaction is “taxed” at 10%, 5% of which is distributed 
to all Dogecoin 2.0 holders. The other 5% is divided in half. 
The first half is sold into BNB. The second half remains as 
Dogecoin 2.0 tokens, and they are attached to the BNB 
tokens that were sold by the contract as an underlying 
liquidity pair. As such, each Doge2 transaction benefits both 
asset holders and the token’s overall foundational liquidity.
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DOGECOIN 2.0 STATISTICS

Created at the end of April, 2021, and initially offered at a 
price of $0.000000009, Doge2 achieved a record high price 
of $0.06 ($6,000,000 market capitalization) only months 
later at the beginning of July 2021. As of 7/21/21, Doge2 has 
been transacted 7,089 times and is held by 2,531 blockchain 
addressees, not including individuals that own the asset on 
centralized exchanges off of the visible blockchain.

The DogeThe Dogecoin 2.0 social media and web presence is notable, 
especially considering the age of the project. Our website, 
www.dogecoin2.org, is visited several hundred times daily; 
our twitter pages are followed by 20,000 people; our 
telegram and discord servers are frequented by roughly 
17,000 people; we are active on facebook, instagram, reddit, 
youtube, spotify, and github. We do not have a marketing 
budget, and our marketing success has been the result of a budget, and our marketing success has been the result of a 
passionate, hard-working, grass-roots community and 
dedicated team. The acquisition of further capital will allow 
for a marketing budget which will exponentially benefit 
revenues. 
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(PRICE TRACKING)

(TRADE LISTING)

PLATFORMS THAT HOST DOGE2

APPLIED TO MAJOR LISTING AGENCIES

NEGOTIATING WITH THESE PLATFORMS

FEATURING IN A VIDEO GAME
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PROJECT AUDIT
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There is a Dogecoin 2.0 staking pool available which pays out 
interest on locked deposits in the following amounts for the 
following durations:

      30 days- 24%
      60 days- 52%
      100 days-79% 

EARLY PRODUCTS
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STAKING ON LATOKEN

DOGECOIN 2.0 WALLET
In July, 2021, our development team finalized a wallet 
application for the Dogecoin 2.0 token which will be available 
in all application stores. This application will be a source of 
revenue when released in September, 2021, and it will 
integrate transaction features not seen in any crypto wallet to 

POS BLOCKCHAIN
In July, 2021, our development team completed a 
proof-of-stake (PoS) blockchain network which will provide for 
smart contracts, allow for token creation, and act as the 
foundation of our entire decentralized platform. This 
advancement is perhaps our most important achievement to 
date, as this network will provide the underlying, back-end 
liquidity for the decentralized ecosystem that we will be 
creating on top of it. creating on top of it. 
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OUR VISION
There very important key differences between centralized crypto asset 
exchanges (CEX), such as like Binance and Coinbase, and decentralized 
exchanges (DEX) like Pancakeswap.

CEXCEX: Centralized exchanges (CEX), such as Binance or Coinbase use 
internal accounting techniques independent from the blockchain to 
track and facilitate trades and monitor hot wallets. A centralized 
exchange is its own legal business entity, its own ecosystem unto 
itself, and transactions take place within that mechanism off of the 
blockchain. As such, centralized exchanges function more similarly to 
stock brokerages, and they are operated by companies that are 
required by law to monitor their users and to required by law to monitor their users and to verify identities and to 
track financials. The monetary advantages of operating a centralized 
exchange are great, and revenue is generated from transaction fees 
and listing fees, which can range from $5,000 to millions of dollars. 
Many billions of dollars in value flow through centralized exchanges 
daily; however, governments are beginning to attack centralized 
exchanges, and many insiders speculate that the CEX model will not 
survisurvive the advent of central bank digital currencies.

DEX: Blockchain technology has progressed significantly over the last 
several years which has given rise to decentralized exchanges (DEX). 
These exchanges are built into the internet’s backend and allow users 
to trade and transact anonymously via linkage of their personal wallet; 
each DEX transaction is a wallet to wallet transaction reflected on the 
blockchain. Decentralized exchanges require no ID verification and are 
largely confidential, as only data related to the size, time, asset type, 
and blockchain wallet address of each transaction is reand blockchain wallet address of each transaction is recorded. There 
are many notable benefits surrounding the total anonymity offered by 
decentralized exchanges, and we believe that decentralized finance is 
the future due to this. The revenue generated by the creators of 
decentralized exchanges is  often derived from the blockchain via the 
use of the native cryptocurrency of that given DEX as opposed to 
other fees, as the native currency is used for liquidity and application 
creation on each platform netcreation on each platform network.
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OUR VISION CON'T
Our company is building a DEX into the fabric of our new social media 
platform; it will be the first and only application of its kind, providing a 
gateway to peer to peer banking and eliminating the inefficiencies and
transaction fees of financial intermediaries. Its simple, social, user transaction fees of financial intermediaries. Its simple, social, user 
intuitive qualities will attract mainstream patrons with no former 
knowledge or understanding of decentralized finance as well as 
seasoned enthusiasts. Thus, we will be creating the first mainstream, 
easy to use, attractive, fashionable front end to decentralized finance. 
Practically speaking, the first iteration of our platform will offer: 

   1. A combination of social media functions
      2. A crypto asset direct swap exchange
   3. Smart contracts which will allow for the creation of       
         decentralized financial applications
   4. A token generation system
   5. Downloadable applications
   6. External, blockchain based payment and merchant systems

At this instance, At this instance, we are not going to reveal the specific model of our 
platform application, however, it should be made known that it is our 
strong desire and resolute goal to return control of the commodity of 
individual preferential/behavioral data back to the users from which it 
was generated. Google, Facebook and many other companies make 
billions of dollars yearly by indirectly selling the behavioral 
preferences of users via target advertising. We believe that people 
should should own their own data, and that they should have a choice to 
either keep it private or to sell it. 

We view this data as a commodity that is being fully governed by tech 
giants; it is our aim to create a free marketplace for this commodity, 
both incentivizing use of our platform, and empowering and enriching 
those who use it. The marketplace that we unleash in this development 
will allow our patrons to profit by simply using our social media 
platform as they would any other; in doing so we will revolutionize and 
decentralize the commoditization of personal data. We have developed 
a unique system to aca unique system to accomplish this marketplace.  
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OUR VISION CON'T
Cryptocurrencies are built on their own blockchains; tokens 
are built on top of cryptocurrency blockchains using smart 
contracts. As mentioned, we have developed both a very 
simple binance smart chain token (DOGE2), and our own 
customized complex cryptocurrency blockchain which will 
serve and inform our platform and allow for tokens to be built 
from it using smart contracts. We believe that the future is 
going to be tokenized; as such, going to be tokenized; as such, we have discussed the 
integration of an application that allows users to build tokens 
on our blockchain without having any coding knowledge. 
Anyone will be able to simply input their specifications, and 
the token will be built for them. 

This ‘token builder’ application will be the first of its kind. We 
have also talked about establishing a token rating system 
which will involve auditing token projects that wish to be 
officially verified by our platform. Smart contracts will allow 
for developers to create applications using our network; 
decentralized financial applications are referred to as DAPPS, 
and we would like to build the first DAPP store on our 
platform. platform. 
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REVENUE SOURCES 
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Our source of revenue following the completion of our 
platform will be from transaction fees, selling advertising 
space and DAPP store sales. However, going forward, we 
plan to develop physical hardware technologies which we will 
manufacture and sell. As we are a startup in our initial stages, 
it is impossible to accurately forecast financials. That being 
said, our executive and core development teams will be 
working without salary until our pworking without salary until our product is complete. As 
virtually all of the product to market work involves software 
development and web design, the costs associated with 
project success will be limited only to hiring additional 
employees, which is necessary, and to marketing the 
platform. The creation of this platform is not a capital 
intensive endeavor, and its fruition is dependent on our 
creaticreative vision and our ability to market it.

DEVELOPMENT
Our development team is highly capable and skilled as 
evidenced by their work on our blockchain and related
applications thus far. Much of their blockchain applications thus far. Much of their blockchain coding work is 
open source and viewable. It is our priority, however, at this 
time to hire several more software engineers and a 
mathematics PHD to round out our team and bring our ideas 
to life. Aside from hiring personal, capital will be used to 
market our product. Our team is incredibly  passionate about 
what we do. We are thrilled to be able to work everyday on 
the dethe development of a revolutionary platform that is going to 
change the paradigm, decentralize the internet, decentralize 
finance, unlock value and efficiency, and empower others. 
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